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Are housing associations the ‘safe house’ of the public sector for staff?  Are we set for a two-tier 
public sector? 
 
With CIPD saying 750,000 public sector redundancies forecast across the public sector in the next 3 
years how will staff in housing fare? According to a recent research conducted by QK Associates 
Management Consultancy many housing providers are predicting staff numbers will remain fairly 
stable over the next three years. In a survey of 40 providers of housing services, the small to medium 
housing associations were most confident that there were going to be few staff reductions.  This was in 
direct contrast to Council’s who are either facing significant cuts and are looking to prepare for 
reductions in housing subsidy.  
 
Qadeer Kiani said ‘this is a worrying finding and not one that people are talking about, we hope that 
this will not create two tier levels of service across the public sector housing. We are working with all 
providers; Local authorities, Almos and RSLs to support them to deliver the best services in the most 
cost efficient way’ 
 
The research revealed that some Councils are planning some 20% reduction in funding to the 
prevention services whilst others are cutting the fees paid to their Almos to manage the stock. Staff 
concerned to ensure a long career might do well to make their next move into an RSL where terms and 
conditions are often comparable. 
 
Consultants need to adapt to the new world – Days of quick bucks truly over 
  
Recent research across 40 housing providers in the south east has revealed that many feel that 
consultancy services do not provide Value for Money.  
 
Acute scrutiny by the media over Council expenditure in what the media describes as ‘expensive 
luxuries’ has led to the reduction in the number of consultants employed and tight controls over any 
expenditure of this type. But the report reveals that there is a shocking lack of confidence in the 
services provided by many consultants with complaints about costs, failure to add value, a tendency to 
hang around and become part of the furniture and firms sending staff who have neither the skills nor 
ability to undertake the work.  Even at a basic level there were issues about difficulty in contacting the 
lead consultant. But the biggest issue was the cost; ‘what we need’ said one Chief executive ‘is a 
guaranteed outcome for guaranteed money’ , another Director said they were taking a very firm stance 
with consultants and refusing to pay if the work was not up to scratch. 
 
Qadeer Kiani , who commissioned the report undertaken by his HR Associate; Mary Hope,  said “we 
are not entirely surprised by the findings. However, whilst there are consultants who do short change 
their clients and are only interested in making quick bucks, there are also many consultancies such QK 
& Associates who pride themselves on service excellence and value for money.  We are already 
speaking with a number of our clients regarding delivery of some services on a payment by results 
basis only and will be looking to develop this model over the coming months. The market is giving us a 
very clear message and I and my Board will be responding with greater clarity on how we control 
quality and costs.”   


